CLIP TYPE CLOSED SHELVING
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. PARTS

   REGULAR SHELF
   1 1/4" EDGE
   2-SIDES
   COMPRESSION CLIP
   FOUR CLIPS FOR EACH SHELF.
   1/4" x 1" bolts and nuts are used for fastening units side by side and back to back. Four are provided for each unit.
   1/4"
   1/2"
   POST COVERS
   HARDWARE PACKAGE
   OFFSET ANGLE POST
   FRONT
   SIDE
   3/4 x 3/8 bolts and nuts for attaching top and bottom shelves back and side panels.

2. MARK OFFSET POSTS

   Layout the posts with the angles facing each other.
   Determine the shelf spacing desired.
   Nest the angles and mark all shelf holes with chalk at the same time.
   Mark edges on both sides.

3. INSERT BOLTS

   Insert bolts on marked centers.
   Insert only two bolts per shelf at this.
   Insert bolts from the bottom.

4. INSTALL BACKS

   Place the backs between the angles with the bolts through the holes in the back.
   Overlap 3 inches in the center and be flush with the post ends at top and tighten nuts finger.

5. INSTALL SHELVING

   Insert bottom of clip first.
   Clips fit in the square holes in the post.
   Use four clips per shelf.
   Install four clips at desired shelf height.
   Place each shelf on clips and tap down to seat.